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On the loop space L(G) over a compact connected Lie group G, we explicitly
determine the first order differential operator Ct (dilatation vector field ) such that
the heat equation holds with respect to the Wiener measure +Lt defined on the loop
space.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold and consider the paths space
Pm(M) of continuous maps p from [0, 1] to M such that p(0)=m. Given
a strictly elliptic operator L on M, it defines a semigroup and a Wiener
probability measure +L on Pm(M). Let +Lt be the Wiener measure corre-
sponding to L and to the variance t. A heat operator is a family
(Lt)t # ]0, [ of differential operators defined on Pm(M) such that the heat
equation holds:
| Lt . d+Lt =
d
dt | . d+
L
t . (1)
In [A-M96] it is considered a general context of a Riemannian manifold
M endowed with an arbitrary connection. By prolongation of the inter-
twining formula to second order differential operators, the authors get
explicit expressions of some heat operators on Pm(M). Moreover they
produce heat operators on Pm(M) which are first order differential operators.
Such operators are called compression (or dilatation) vector fields. The
method used for constructing the dilatation vector fields is to obtain a
Laplacian on Pm(M) and then to use an integration by parts formula.
The aim of this paper is to study the notion of dilatation vector fields in
the context of free loop groups and to write the explicit expression of these
operators, taking advantage of the properties of this particular case of
manifolds.
Let G be a finite dimensional, compact, connected Lie group. The Lie
algebra G of G is the set of all left invariant vector fields on G with usual
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addition, scalar multiplication and bracket operation. Let e be the unit of
G. Considered as vector space G is isomorphic to Te(G), the tangent space
at e, through the identification of any vector field (Xg) # G to its value Xe
at e. We will consider G as a group of matrices, and use the related nota-
tion. We recall that the map g [ Ad(g) is a map from G to aut(G) and it
is called the adjoint representation of the Lie group G. It is defined in the
following way. For g # G consider the automorphism of G onto itself given
by x [ gxg&1. Then Ad(g) is the restriction to G of the differential of this
automorphism of G. The notation ad X for X # G indicates the adjoint
representation of the Lie algebra G. We recall the relation d AdeX=ad X
for X # G. In the Lie algebra G we choose an Euclidean metric which is
Ad(g) invariant. This metric induces a Riemannian metric on G.
Let P(G) be the space of continuous maps from [0, 1] into G and let
L(G) be the space of the paths # in P(G) such that #(0)=#(1). The spaces
P(G) and L(G) will be called respectively the space of free paths and the
space of free loops over G.
The Brownian Bridge measure induces a Wiener measure on L(G) which
we denote by +L (see [M-M90]). Then in [A-M92] the authors write the
heat equation relative to the Wiener measure of variance t on the group of
free loops L(G), denoted by +Lt . Namely they construct on L(G) an
appropriate elliptic operator 2t, L such that (1) holds with respect to +Lt
and 2t, L .
In this paper we obtain the explicit expression of the dilatation vector
field corresponding to the operator 2t, L , i.e., satisfying the heat equation
with respect to +Lt . The particular feature of the operator 2t, L is that it con-
tains a second order term plus a zero order term. The second order term
is expressed with respect to the development on the right of the Brownian
loop. To obtain the vector field corresponding to this term we can use an
integration by parts formula for loop groups. This formula has been
obtained by [M-M90] through quasi-sure analysis localizing from the
corresponding formula of integration by parts for the paths group.
To handle the zero order term is not trivial. We notice that it is
expressed as the development on the left of the Brownian loop on the
group. Therefore we first write the vector field whose divergence gives the
zero order term in the Wiener space of the Brownian motion on the left.
This has a quite simple expression. Then we need to use the stochastic
calculus of variations (see [M97]) in order to obtain the corresponding
vector field in the space of the development on the right of the Brownian
motion on the loops group. The vector field obtained in this way does not
belong to the Cameron Martin space. Then we refer to the recent notion
of tangent processes [C-M96, C-M98] and we see that the vector field we
have constructed is a tangent process in the Wiener space. Therefore we use
the associated differential calculus.
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The expression for the dilatation vector field in the space of the develop-
ment on the right of the Brownian motion on the loops group is rather
complicated. This fact motivates the construction done in the last section,
where we consider an heat operator which eliminates the dissymmetry
explained above between the zero order term and the second order term.
In this way we are able to obtain a dilatation vector field associated to the
heat operator 2t, L which is explicitly determined. In order to understand
this construction we introduce the notion of connections on the Lie group.
In this setting we can say that the stochastic calculus of variation
developed in the first two sections is done in a context of right invariant
connection, whereas the expression obtained in the last section can be
interpreted in the spirit of [A-M96] as the construction of a Laplacian on
the loop group on G associated to the LeviCivita connection of G for the
natural Riemannian metric.
2. DILATATION VECTOR FIELDS ON THE PATHS SPACE
We consider a compact connected Lie group G of dimension d and the
paths space on G. We denote by Pe(G) the space of continuous maps #
from [0, 1] into G such that #(0)=e. Consider the Lie algebra G and let
P(G) be the space of continuous maps x from [0, 1] into G and the P0(G)
be the space of elements in P(G) such that x(0)=0.
We will denote by X the Wiener space P0(G) and we consider on X the
Wiener measure (see [M-M90, Theorem 1.1]). Let x({) be the G-valued
Brownian motion. Using the Ito^ map we can define for any t # [0, 1] the
Wiener measure +Pet on Pe(G) in the following way. Let gx({) be the
solution of the Stratanovich system
dgx({)= gx({) b - t dx({)
(2)
gx(0)=e.
Then the map I : x  gx is a one to one map from P0(G) to Pe(G) and the
Wiener measure +Pet on Pe(G) is the image of the Wiener measure on P0(G)
through the Ito^ map. It is known (see [M-M90]) that the Ito^ map pre-
serves CameronMartin spaces, that is, I transforms the CameronMartin
space P1(G) of maps h : [0, 1]  G such that 10 |h4 (s)|
2
G ds is finite into the
space P1(G) of paths of finite energy in P(G), that means the paths such that
|
1
0
| g&1(s) g* (s)| 2G ds<+,
where g* (t)=dgdt.
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Moreover the following result holds (see [M-M90, Theorem 2.4.5]):
(+Pet )t # [0, 1] generates a convolution semigroup,
+Pet V +
Pe
s =+
Pe
t+s if t+s1.
The measure +Pt on P(G) is defined by
| f (#) +Pt (d#)=|
G
dg | f (g#) +Pet (d#),
where dg is the Haar measure on the group G. To simplify the notation in
this section +t will stand for +Pt .
We recall the definition of smooth cylindrical functions. Given a partition
S=[0_1< } } } <_N1] of [0, 1] denote by ES the evaluation map
from P(G) to GN defined by
#  (#(_1), ..., #(_N)).
Given a C function f on GN we denote f = f b ES , i.e., f (#)= f (#(_1), ..., #(_N)).
The function f is called a smooth cylindrical function.
Definition 2.1. Let ’ # P1(G) and . : P(G)  R, the right and left
derivatives on P(G) are respectively defined by
(r’ .)(#)=
d
d=
.(# exp(=’)) |==0 (3)
( l’ .)(#)=
d
d=
.(exp(=’) #) |==0 . (4)
The following integration by parts formula for to the left derivative
holds.
Theorem 2.2. Let ’ # P1(G) then for any cylindrical function f = f b ES it
holds:
E[ l’ f ]=E[ f K
l
’],
where K l’ is defined by
K l’(gx)=
1
- t |
1
0
(’* (s) | Ad(gx(s)) dx(s))G .
Proof. See [M-M90, Theorem 2.3.2]. K
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Theorem 2.2 gives the expression of the divergence of the left derivative
r’ . Using Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.4.3 in [M-M90] we also obtain the
divergence of the right derivative r’ with respect to the measure +t .
Corollary 2.3. Let ’ # P1(G) then for any cylindrical function f
E[r’ f ]=E[ f K
r
’],
where
K r’(gx)=
1
- t |
1
0
(’* (s) | dx(s))G .
Proof. Let
K l’=div+t(
l
’) and K
r
’=div+t(
r
’).
From Theorem 2.2 we have
K l’(gy)=|
1
0
(’* (s) | Ad(gy(s)) dy(s))G ,
where dgy= gy b dy. Then by Lemma 2.4.3 in [M-M90] we have
K r’(gx)=&K
l
’(gy),
where gy= g&1x and dgx= gx b dx. Moreover because
dgy=&dx b gy=&gyAd(g&1y ) b dx
it follows
Ad(gy) dy=&dx. K
Remark 2.4. In the previous corollary we have derived the formula for
the divergence of the right derivative r’ from the analogous formula for the
left derivative. It is possible using the recent concept of a tangent process
(see [C-M96, C-M98]) to give a direct proof of Corollary 2.3 as follows.
We introduce here the definition of tangent process on the Wiener space
X of the Brownian motion on G.
Definition 2.5. A tangent process is a G-valued semimartingale ‘({)
such that its Ito^ differential satisfies
d‘:({)=a:; dx
;+h:({) d{,
where a is such that a+a*=0.
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Proof of Corollary 2.3. Using the same notation as in Corollary 2.3, we
have that
d(gx’)= gx dx ’+ gx d’= gx dz+ gx’ dx,
where dz=d’&ad(’) dx. Because ad(’) is antisymmetric we get that dz is
a tangent process. Therefore the expression of its divergence can be
computed using [C-M96, Theorem 2.3.5]. K
Now we give the definition of dilatation vector fields.
Definition 2.6. We call Z a dilatation vector field at time t if Z is a
differential operator of the first order on cylindrical functions, Z is adapted
and for any cylindrical function f we have
d
dt
E+t[ f ]=E+t[Zf ].
We study now the notion of dilatation vector field on the paths group
P(G). On P(G) it is defined the elliptic operator 2P by
2P f (#0)=lim
t  0
1
t \| f (#0#) +Pt (d#)& f (#0)+ , (5)
for any smooth cylindrical function f. Then the heat equation holds (see
[A-M92, (1.7)]).
Theorem 2.7. Let 2P be defined as in (5). Then

t | f (#) +
P
t (d#)=| (2P f )(#) +Pt (d#). (6)
The decomposition of the operator 2P with respect to an orthonormal
basis (’:, k) of P1(G) has the form
2P= 12 :
:, k
(r’: , k)
2
(see [A-M92, (4.10) and (8.2)]). This representation is independent of the
choice of the basis.
We write now the dilatation vector field associated to the heat Eq. (5),
that is, the first order differential operator, which we will denote by C 1, rt ,
such that

t | f (#) +
P
t (d#)=| C 1, rt f (#) +Pt (d#).
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We consider (5) and we apply the integration by parts formula in
Corollary 2.3. Then we obtain
C 1, rt f (l )=:
k
:
d
:=1
1
- t |
1
0
(dx(s) | ’* :, k(s))G r’:, k f (l ). (7)
The following argument proves the convergence in L2(+t) of the series
(7) on the cylindrical functions. The representation being independent on
the choice of the basis we can consider as basis in the CameronMartin
space the following one: ’:, k({)=’k({) =: for :=1, ..., d and k0 where
(=:): is an orthonormal basis of G and (’k({))k is the Wiener basis. Let f
be a cylindrical function. For any :=1, ..., d, we have
r’:, k f (l )= :
N
j=1
( j f (l(_1), ..., l(_N)), =:) ’k(_j).
Therefore
C 1, rt f (l )=:
k
:
d
:=1
1
- t |
1
0
(dx(s) | =:)G ’* k(s)
_ :
N
j=1
(j f (l(_1), ..., l(_N)), =:) ’k(_j). (8)
For any : it holds
:
k
|
1
0
’* k(s) dx:(s) ’k(_ j)=x:(_j)
Therefore (8) is equal to
:
d
:=1
:
N
j=1
1
- t
x:(_ j)(j f (l(_1), ..., (_N)) | =:).
3. DILATATION VECTOR FIELDS ON THE LOOP GROUP
In this section we construct a dilatation vector field on the loop group.
Denote by Le(G) the space of loops in Pe(G). First we remark that on the
space of loops the notion of adaptness of the vector field disappears. There-
fore in order to have an analogous definition of dilatation vector fields as
in the case of paths we introduce the following definition.
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Definition 3.1. A dilatation vector field . on the loop group Le(G) is
weakly adapted if there exists an adapted dilatation vector 8 on Pe(G) such
that 8 |Le(G)=..
Consider the Wiener measure +Let on Le(G). Then on the group of free
loops L(G), it is defined a family of quasi-invariant Wiener measures (+Lt )
by
|
L(G)
f (l ) +Lt (dl )=|
G
dg | f (gl ) +Let (dl ).
In [M-M90, Theorem 1.4] it is proved that this measure is symmetric and
it is quasi invariant under the action of L1(G) on the left and on the right.
The main result of [A-M92, Theorem 7.42] is the construction on L(G)
of an elliptic operator 2t, L acting on smooth cylindrical functions, such
that the heat equation holds,

t |L(G) ,(l ) +
L
t (dl)=|
L(G)
2t, L,(l ) +Lt (dl ). (9)
The authors use a method which gives a natural way to extend functions
on L(G) to functions on P(G). This method consists in working in a
tubular chart of P(G) along L(G) (see [A-M92, Sect. 2]). Therefore they
can apply (6) and they obtain the operator 2t, L as a limit. This operator
has the following representation with respect to a basis of L1(G). Consider
an orthonormal basis of G, =:(:=1, ..., d), and let (’~ k, :) be the orthonor-
mal basis in L1(G) defined by
’~ 2k&1, :({)=
=:
?k - 2
cos(2k?{)
’~ 2k, :({)=
=:
?k - 2
sin(2k?{)
for k>0, and
’~ &1, :({)==: .
For ’ # L1(G), let r’ defined on L(G) as in (3). The heat operator 2t, L is
given by
2L+qt(l )&ct , (10)
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where qt(l )=1t2 &10 dl(s) l(s)
&1&2G , ct=E[qt] and
2L= 12 :
:=1, ..., d
k>0
(r’~ :, k)
2. (11)
It is proved that (11) does not depend on the choice of the basis.
We remark that the operator 2 t, L presents the following different feature
in comparison with the analogous heat operator on the paths space:
besides a second order term it contains a zero order term. We want to
determine a first order operator Ct such that, for any smooth cylindrical
function f, it holds

t | f (l) +
L
t (dl)=| Ct f (l ) +Lt (dl ).
We will write Ct=C
1
t +C
2
t where C
1
t is the dilatation relative to 2L and C
2
t
is relative to q~ t=qt&ct .
For the dilatation vector field C1t , which corresponds to the second order
differential operator, we can follow the analogous procedure used in
Section 2. In fact we can start from the corresponding formula of integra-
tion by parts for the paths group and use a localizing procedure through
quasi-sure analysis (see [M-M90]). To handle the zero order term q~ t we
procede as follows using stochastic calculus of variations.
We work now at the level of the Wiener space. Recall a result by [S86].
Theorem 3.2. Let u be a function on the Wiener space, u belongs to D1, 2
and E[u]=0. Then there exists a vector field Z such that $(Z)=u.
Proof. We develop u in Wiener chaoses, taking into account that
E[u]=0,
u= :
n1
In(kn(t1 , ..., tn)).
Then define
Z( } )= :
n1
In&1(kn(t1 , ..., tn&1 , } )).
Let (Pt) be the OrnsteinUhlenbeck semigroup. Use Mehler’s formula and
let y be an independent copy of the Brownian motion x0
(Ptu)(x0)=| u(e&tx0+- 1&e&2t y) +(dy).
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Then because Pt are contraction operators on L2 we have
&Pt u&L2&u&L2 .
Let v=+0 Pt u dt. Then it results Z=Dv. Therefore $(Z)=$(Dv). Finally
for any .
E[.$(Z)]=E[D. Z]=E[D. Dv]=&E[. Lv]=E[.u],
where L is the OrnsteinUhlenbeck operator and being &Lv=u. This
proves that $(Z)=u. K
Example 3.3. On the Wiener space Y of the Brownian motion y({) of
dimension d, the function &y(1)&2&E[&y(1)&2] is the divergence of the
vector field Z given by Z ({)=2 {0 y(s) ds.
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 we have that if Z ({)=2 {0 y(s) ds, then it holds
div(Z )=2 :
:
|
1
0
y:(s) dy:(s)=&y(1)&2&E[&y(1)&2]. K
We will use Example 3.3 to compute the vector field whose divergence is
q~ t . Let
dlx({)=lx({) b dx({), 0<{<1, (12)
where x({)=- t b({) and b({) is the G-valued Brownian motion. Let
y({)=|
{
0
dlx(s) lx(s)&1. (13)
Then
y({)=|
{
0
Ad(lx(s)) dx(s) (14)
in fact
dlx(s) lx(s)&1=lx(s) dx(s) lx(s)&1=Ad(lx(s)) dx(s).
Observe that, due to the invariance of the Euclidean metric on G, Ad(lx(s))
is an orthogonal transformation (see [M-M90, 2.2]). Therefore y({) is a
Brownian motion.
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Let q^t( y)=q~ t(x), then from (14) we have q^t( y)=1t2(&y(1)&2&
E[&y(1)&2]). Therefore we need to find a vector field Z t such that the
divergence of Z t is equal to
1
t2
(&y(1)&2&E[&y(1)&2]).
The expression of Z is given by Example 3.3. Denoting by Y the Wiener
space associated to the Brownian motion y({), defined by (13), we see that
for any functional F on Y
|
Y
DZ t F +t(dy)=|
Y
F q^t( y) +t(dy),
where Z t({)=2t2 {0 y(s) ds and +t is the Wiener measure on Y. Therefore
the problem of finding the expression of the dilatation vector field
generated by the zero order term is solved on the Wiener space Y. The
following computations are needed to get the expression of this vector field
on the Wiener space X.
Now let y=8(x) and x=9( y). Let F =F b 8. Then by the intertwining
formula it follows that
(DZ t F ) 8(x)=(DZt F )(x).
Moreover, because 8 preserves the measure +t , we have
|
Y
(DZ F )( y) +t(dy)=|
X
(DZF )(x) +t(dx).
We have Z t=8$(x) Zt , then Zt=9$( y) Z t . We compute 9$( y). From (12)
and (14) it follows that
dx=Ad(g&1x ) dy. (15)
Moreover from (12) we get
d Ad(gx)=Ad(gx) b ad(dx). (16)
It follows from (12) and (15) that
dgx(t)= gx(t) b dx(t)= gx(t) b Ad(g&1x (t)) dy=dy b gx(t).
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Therefore gy is the solution of the system
{dgy(t)=dy(t) b gy(t)gy(0)=e. (17)
Moreover from (16) we also obtain
d Ad(gy)=ad(dy) b Ad(gy).
Then
d Ad(g&1y )=&Ad(g
&1
y ) b ad(dy).
Finally, posing By=Ad(g&1y ), we get the system:
{dBy=&By b ad(dy)dx=By dy. (18)
We use stochastic calculus of variations to solve this system: recall that
y=8(x), x=9( y) and
Z=9$( y) Z . (19)
We change y in y+=h and differentiate in = and denote
k=

=
9( y+=h) |==0 .
Differentiation with respect to { gives
d{k=Byh4 d{+\ = By+=h+ |==0 d{ y (20)
Define the reduced variation q by
\ = By+=h+ |==0=qBy . (21)
Compute the reduced variation q as follows ([M97]). Differentiate in { in
(21) and interchange the order of differentiation:
d{ \ = By+=h+ |==0=

=
(d{By+=h) |==0 .
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We have
d{ \ = By+=h+ |==0=d{(qBy)=(d{q) By+q(d{By)
=(d{q) By&qBy b ad(dy) (22)

=
(d{By+=h)==0=&

=
(By+=h b ad(dy)&By+=h # ad(h4 d{))
=&qBy b ad(dy)&By ad(h4 d{). (23)
Now equating (22) and (23) we get
(d{q) By&qBy b ad(dy)=&qBy b ad(dy)&By ad(h4 d{).
Then
(d{q) By=&Byad(h4 d{),
that is,
d{q=&Byad(h4 d{) B&1y .
Finally
q({)=&|
{
0
By(s) ad(h4 (s) ds) B&1y (s). (24)
Now from (20) we have
k({)=|
{
0
q(s) By(s) dy(s)+By(s) h4 (s) ds,
where q({) is defined by (24).
Remark 3.4. The vector field k does not belong to the Cameron
Martin space.
Nevertheless we prove that k is a tangent process. Therefore it is well
defined the derivative along k and it is developed the associated differential
calculus (see [C-M96]).
Proposition 3.5. k is a tangent process in the Wiener space X.
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Proof. Consider
dk=qBy dy+By h4 d{.
Using the relation dx=By dy and h4 ({)=(2t2) y({) we write k in the
following way
dk({)=q({) dx({)+
2
t2
Ad(l &1x ({)) \|
{
0
Ad(lx(r)) dx(r)+ d{.
In order to prove that k satisfies Definition 2.5, we have to verify that
q is antisymmetric. By the antisymmetry of By , it follows that By*=B&1y .
Then it is enough to observe that q*({)={0 Byad(h4 ds) B
&1
y . Therefore
q*+q=0. K
Finally we explicitly write the vector field Zt ,
Zt({)=9$( y) Z t({)=|
{
0
q(s) By(s) dy(s)+By(s) h4 (s) ds
=
2
t2 |
{
0 \&|
s
0
By(u) ad( y(u) du) B&1y (u)+ By(s) dy+By(s) y(s) ds (25)
moreover, because dx=By dy, we get
Zt({)=
2
t2 |
{
0 \&|
s
0
Ad(l &1x (u)) ad \|
u
0
Ad(lx(r)) dx(r) du) Ad(lx(u))+ dx(s)
+Ad(l &1x (s)) |
s
0
Ad(lx(r)) dx(r) ds. (26)
Finally we are able to write the dilatation vector field: for a smooth
cylindrical function f (l )= f (l(_1), ..., l(_N))
C2t f (l )=DZt f (l ),
where the derivative along a tangent process is defined in [C-M96]
DZt f (l )= :
N
j=1
(j f (l(_1), ..., l(_N)) | Zt(_ j)),
where Zt({) is given by (26).
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4. EXPRESSION OF THE DILATATION VECTOR FIELD ON THE
LOOP GROUP USING THE LEVICIVITA CONNECTION
In Section 3 the main point was due to the difficulty of computing the
vector field Zt , whose divergence is the zero order term in the operator
2t, L , with respect to the right development of the Brownian motion. In
fact we have seen that on the Wiener space associated to the Brownian
motion y({)={0 Ad(lx(s)) dx(s), the vector field Zt({) is simply given by
2t2 {0 y(s) ds, while Zt({) has a quite complicated expression with respect
to the development on the right of the Brownian loop.
In order to overcome this dissymetry, we will consider the heat operator
which is obtained as the sum of the heat operator on the right and the heat
operator on the left. We motivate this construction in the spirit of
[A-M96]. We introduce the notion of connection on the Lie group G.
For g # G consider the curve # on G such that #(0)= g. Let (Xg) be a
vector field. The parallel transport associated to the left translation along the
curve #(s), which we denote by {l (s), is defined by
{l (s) Xg=X#(s)=#(s) g&1Xg .
Then the connection {l associated to the parallel transport {l is defined as
{lXg Yg=
d
ds
({l (s)&1 Y#(s)) |s=0 ,
where # is a curve on G such that [(dds) #(s)] |s=0=Xg and #(0)= g. The
restriction of the connection {l to left invariant vector field is equal to 0.
The parallel transport associated to the right translation along the curve
#(s), which we denote by {r(s), is defined by
{r(s) Xg=X#(s)=Xg g&1#(s).
Then the connection {r associated to the parallel transport {r is defined as
{rXg Yg=
d
ds
({r(s)&1 Y#(s)) |s=0 ,
where # is a curve on G such that [(dds) #(s)] |s=0=Xg and #(0)= g.
When Y is a right invariant vector field we have {rXg Yg=0.
We have that (see [A-M96, (1.14)])
{rYg Xg&{
l
Xg
Yg=[Yg , Xg],
where [Yg , Xg] is the bracket defined by XgYg&Yg Xg .
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Define now the connection
{XY= 12 ({
r
XY+{
l
X Y).
Because the torsion is defined as T(X, Y )={XY&{Y X&[X, Y], then the
connection {X Y is a torsionless connection. Moreover we remark that both
the connection {l and {r are Riemannian because we have choosen a
metric on G which is Ad(g)-invariant. Then by the unicity of the Levi
Civita connection, it follows that the connection {XY defined above is the
LeviCivita connection.
Considered in the above setting we see that in the previous sections we
have developed the stochastic calculus of variation in the context of the
right invariant connection. The following construction means that we use
a heat Laplacian on L(G) associated to the LeviCivita connection of G for
the natural Riemannian metric.
Denote by 2rt, L the heat operator considered in Section 2, that is,
2rt, L=2
r
L+q
l
t(l )&c
l
t ,
where 2rL=
1
2 k, : (
r
’~ k, :
)2 being  r’ the right derivative and q
l
t(l )=
1t2 &10 dlx(s) lx(s)
&1&2G , c
l
t=E[q
l
t]. To the elliptic operator 2
r
L is
associated the left invariant diffusion dgx({)= gx({) b dx.
We have seen that q lt&ct=1t
2(&y(1)&2&E[&y(1)&2]) where y({) is the
Brownian motion y({)={0 Ad(lx(s)) dx(s). Moreover we have seen that
dgy({)=dy b gy({).
We consider now the second order operator 2 lL=
1
2 k, : (
l
’~ k, :
)2. Using
the invariance of the Wiener measure on the loop group for the transfor-
mation l [ l&1 (see [M-M90]), we obtain that the heat Eq. (9) holds
considering the operator
2 lt, L=2
l
L+q
r
t(l )&c
r
t ,
where the zero order term is given by
qrt=
1
t2 "|
1
0
dl &1x (s) lx(s)"
2
G
.
We see that &10 dl &1x (s) lx(s)&2G is equal to the square of the length of the
development of the Brownian loop on the right &y~ (1)&2 where dy~ =&dx.
Therefore we consider the heat operator defined by
1
2 \ 12 :k, : (
r
’~ k, :
)2+qrt(l )&c
r
t+
1
2 :
k, :
( l’~ k, :)
2+q lt(l )&c
l
t+ . (27)
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Now for the second order terms we can apply as above the integration
by parts formula from the left and from the right and we obtain
E+t _\:k, : 
r
’~ k, :+
2
f (l )&=E+t[C1, rt f (l )],
where
C1, rt f (l )= :
k, :
1
t |
1
0
(dx(s) | ’~* k, :(s)) r’~ k, : f (l)
and
E+t[(
l
’~ k, :
)2 f (l )]=E+t[C
1, l
t f (l )],
where
C1, lt f (l )= :
k, :
1
t |
1
0
(Ad(gx(s)) dx(s) | ’~* k, :(s))  l’~ k, : f (l )
= :
k, :
1
t |
1
0
(dy(s) | ’~* k, :(s))  l’~ k, : f (l ).
Consider the zero order terms. From the computation done in the previous
section we have that the zero order term q lt( y)&c
l
t is the divergence of the
vector field Zt({)=2t2 {0 y(s) ds on the Wiener space of the Brownian
motion y({). Analogously the zero order term qrt( y~ )&c
r
t is the divergence
of the vector field Z t({)=+2t2 {0 y~ (s) ds on the Wiener space of the
Brownian motion y~ ({). Then the associated dilatation vector fields can be
explicitly written. We have
E+t[(q
l
t(l )&c
l
t) f (l )]=E+t[C
2, l
t f (l )],
where C2, lt is the derivative on the space Y along the vector field Zt({), and
E+t[(q
r
t(l )&c
r
t) f (l )]=E+t[C
2, r
t f (l )],
where C2, rt is the derivative on the space X along the vector field Z t({).
Using calculus of variation we compute the reduced variation
\ dd= gy+=h+ |==0= gyr
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We have
d{(gyr)=h4 d{ gy+dy b gyr
d{(gyr)=(dgy) r+ gyr* d{.
Therefore
dr=Ad(g&1y ) h4 d{.
Replacing h4 ({)=(2t2) y({) we get
C2, lt f (l )=
d
d=
f (l exp(=r)) |==0 ,
where r({)=2t2 {0 Ad(g
&1
y (s)) y(s) ds. An analogous computation leads to
the explicit expression of C2, rt
C2, rt f (l )=
d
d=
f (l exp(=v)) |==0
where v({)=&2t2 {0 Ad(g
&1
x (s)) x(s) ds.
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